
 

THE ROCKET Card Fountain LEFT HANDED (Wireless
Remote Version) by Bond Lee

Rocket - The Ultimate Handheld Card Fountain

MS Magic always focus on practical and creative magic tools. Today we have a
new magic device to share with you all.
Our concept is very simple, a strong and compact card fountain device, which
you can palm with your hand or place anywhere you like. The end product is way
better than we think, here is this great card fountain first debut - Rocket!

Control

Since we want to apply Rocket to most of our performance situation, we have
made it can be controlled by 2 method.

1. Direct control
A button on the side of the device, you can press with your thumb to activate.
Due to this controlling method, it has right hand version and left hand version. If
you are planning to use it with you right hand then get the right hand version, vice
versa.

2. Remote control
Every Rocket can be controlled by our remote control, you can use it offhand like
placing it in your table or hidden somewhere in the stage. The max control
distance is 30 meters (without influence).

Mount

Rocket provide different way to mount it, we will teach all of these way in the
tutorial, so you can use Rocket in all situation.
1. Bare hand
2. Card box
3. Card fan
4. Glove
5. Top hat
6. Table
The new compact design make the Rocket probably the most versatile card
shooting device.
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You can use Rocket for many situation:

1. Card manipulation magic
2. Sword Card stab
3. Opening effect for shows
4. Substitution of pyro effect
5. Theatre special effects

Power

To ensure Rocket has a decent height, we chose a high power motor and 12V
battery.
Card height of Rocket can reach 3 meters.
This height is perfect for most of the situation, parlor, stage and sometimes even
close up too.

Creative team

Rocket is a joint project by FISM Asia Champion Xin Yafei and MS Magic.
Xin Yafei is one of the best stage magician in Asia, his fan manipulation act was
awarded multiple times. Now he is working as director, consultant and performer
for his magic company.

Warranty

We provide 1 year free of charge warranty for all of our Rocket (shipping not
included).
The whole set consist of the following:

Rocket main device - 1
Charger (100 - 240V) - 1
Remote - 1
Back up wheel - 1
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